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Healthcare IT Leadership: 
Keeping our Focus in the 
World of Doing More with 
Less 



Hospitals
Atrium Medical Center Miami Valley Hospital

Miami Valley Hospital SouthMiami Valley Hospital North Upper Valley Medical Center



Premier Health At a Glance

• Largest health system in SW Ohio

• $1.69 billion organization

• More than 310,000 emergency 
visits/year

• Large primary care/specialty physician 
network

• Services include community health, 
home health, behavioral health

• More than 10,000 employees

• Approximately 2,800 physicians

• Approximately 865,000 outpatient 
visits/year



Many issues we face every day:

• IT involved in everything 
• Insufficient resources
•Governance
•Multiple roles 



How Do We Address? – Change Our Focus 

1. Strategy 
2. Leadership
3. Relationships
4. Yourself



•My Goals –
1. Share four areas of “Big Rock” focus 
2. Give you time to equip yourself during my 

presentation
When you walk out of here today, you will have at 
least one thing you can plug and play to make a 
difference with your teams



The first way we change our focus is to: 

1. Make Time for Strategy 
–Make it sacred
–Make your team’s purpose clear 





Keeping Patients Safe

Making Physicians and 
Customers Happy



Reflection Questions 

1. How much time are you spending on strategy 
each day? 

2. Does your team know what their purpose is and  
would they all answer the same?



Tools and Techniques - Strategy

•Start a list of topics
•Set time aside daily
•Start small
•Make it sacred 

• Understand and simplify goals 
• Communicate to your teams 
• Make your communication 
consistent  



The second way we change our focus is to: 

2.  Be the Leader 
–Embrace the many roles
–Set an example
–Be willing to make tough decisions
–Cultivate risk-taking



Reflection Questions

1. Have you specifically cultivated your leadership 
skills in the last three months?

2. Are there performance issues on your team that 
you are not addressing?

3. Are you promoting an environment that 
encourages risk-taking or one that stifles it?



Tools and Techniques - Leadership

• Identify performance areas in which you need to 
take action – if unsure of how to address ask for 
assistance – HR, trusted colleague – do not assume 
the issue is going to go away

•Inventory your talent - identify what they are 
interested in and give them freedom to explore



The third way we change our focus is to:

3.  Focus on Relationships 
–Stakeholders
–Customers



Reflection Questions

1. Are you meeting regularly with your primary 
stakeholders or just when issues come up?

2. Do you have a direct interface to your customers?



Tools and Techniques - Relationships

•Establish regular meetings with primary 
stakeholders – explain to them why you feel they 
are important and keep them sacred – keep them 
meaningful 

•Find a way to be in contact with patient-serving 
customers - expect some challenges  



The fourth way we change our focus is to: 

4.  Know yourself 
–Know what we are good at and what motivates 

you
–Ask for feedback regarding perceptions 
–Trust your instincts 
– Integrate work and life 



Reflection Questions

1. List what energizes you most about your role
2. Describe one way in which you know you are 

perceived 
3. Have you specifically integrated work and life?



Tools and Techniques – Knowing Yourself

•Take an evening or weekend and document what 
you like best about your job 

• Inventory your colleagues and establish someone 
that can give you feedback – reach out to them 



Change our Focus – From Problems 

•Strategy 
•Leadership
•Relationships
•Yourself

Your journey to becoming a better leader 
begins with… 
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Questions? 


